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Integrated Two-Analyte Population Pharmacokinetic
Model for Antibody–Drug Conjugates in Patients:
Implications for Reducing Pharmacokinetic Sampling

D Lu1*, L Gibiansky2, P Agarwal1, RC Dere1, C Li1, Y-W Chu1, J Hirata1, A Joshi1, JY Jin1 and S Girish1

An integrated pharmacokinetics (PK) model that simultaneously describes concentrations of total antibody (Tab) and
antibody-conjugated monomethyl auristatin E (acMMAE) following administration of monomethyl auristatin E (MMAE)-
containing antibody–drug conjugates (ADCs) was developed based on phase I PK data with extensive sampling for two ADCs.
Two linear two-compartment models that shared all parameters were used to describe the PK of Tab and acMMAE, except that
the deconjugation rate was an additional clearance pathway included in the acMMAE PK model compared to Tab. Further, the
model demonstrated its ability to predict Tab concentrations and PK parameters based on observed acMMAE PK and various
reduced or eliminated Tab PK sampling schemes of phase II data. Thus, this integrated model allows for the reduction of Tab
PK sampling in late-phase clinical development without compromising Tab PK characterization.
CPT Pharmacometrics Syst. Pharmacol. (2016) 5, 665–673; doi:10.1002/psp4.12137; published online 10 November 2016.

Study Highlights

WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE

TOPIC?
� Multiple analytes are quantified following dosing of

MMAE containing ADCs. However, an integrated

multiple-analyte PK model based on the clinical data

has not yet been developed or used for PK sampling

reductions in clinical studies.
WHAT QUESTION DOES THIS STUDY ADDRESS?
� Whether an integrated model can simultaneously

describe PK of Tab and conjugate (acMMAE) and

enable PK sampling reduction/elimination for one ana-

lyte, based on its quantitative relationship with another

analyte.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS TO OUR KNOWLEDGE
� A simplified integrated population PK model can
simultaneously describe the PK of Tab and conjugate
(acMMAE), which can adequately predict the PK of Tab
based on reduced/eliminated PK sampling of Tab and
original intensive sampling of acMMAE PK data.
HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE DRUG DISCOVERY,
DEVELOPMENT, AND/OR THERAPEUTICS?
� The model is useful to quantify the relationship of mul-
tiple analytes and reduce PK sampling of one analyte in
cancer patients for ADCs during late-stage development
without compromising the PK characterization, which is
more cost-effective for drug development.

Antibody–drug conjugates (ADCs) are novel biologic thera-

peutics that aim to provide targeted delivery of cytotoxic

drugs to tumor cells by linking the drug to a targeting mono-

clonal antibody (mAb). ADCs combine the targeting proper-

ties and favorable pharmacokinetics (PK) of a mAb to

improve the therapeutic window of highly potent chemothera-

peutic agents. Currently, two ADCs, brentuximab vedotin

(Adcetris) and ado-trastuzumab emtansine (Kadcyla), have

received regulatory approval in multiple countries. More than

40 ADCs directed against a variety of solid and hematologic

tumor targets are currently in different stages of clinical

development.1–5

When manufacturing ADCs, the conjugation reaction
results in a heterogeneous mixture of ADC molecules with
different numbers of cytotoxic drugs conjugated to the anti-
body, referred to as the species with different drug-to-
antibody ratios (DARs).6 ADCs that use a protease-labile
di-peptide linker (maleimidocaproyl-valine-citrulline-p-amino-
benzoyloxycarbonyl [MC-VC-PABC]) conjugated to

monomethyl auristatin E (MMAE) are in clinical develop-
ment.2,4 MMAE-containing ADCs generally consist of spe-
cies with even-numbered DARs (0, 2, 4, 6, or 8), with DAR
species 2 and 4 being the most abundant.6

Given the complicated structure of ADCs, which contain
both large and small molecule components, and a mixture
of various DAR species in the dosing solution, the PK of
ADCs are expected to be complex. ADCs are considered to
be catabolized through two major pathways: proteolytic
degradation and deconjugation.7 The proteolytic degrada-
tion pathway leads to the catabolism of ADC to amino acids
and the unconjugated drug, and is likely mediated by
target-specific or nonspecific cellular uptake followed by
subsequent lysosomal degradation. The deconjugation
clearance leads to the formation of unconjugated antibody
and the drug, and is likely mediated by chemical and enzy-
matic processes (e.g., maleimide exchange).7,8 It is
expected that ADC catabolism and deconjugation in vivo
changes the concentration and relative fractions of
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individual DAR species with time, by converting high DAR
species to low DAR species, resulting in a gradual
decrease in average DAR over time. This phenomenon was
observed in a preclinical study.9

Considering the heterogeneity and complex changes in
ADC concentration and composition after ADC administration,
multiple analytes have been measured in order to characterize
the PK properties of an ADC.6,10 These measurements include:
Tab (sum of conjugated, partially deconjugated, and fully
deconjugated antibody); naked antibody (antibody without
the conjugated drug); conjugate (evaluated as either
conjugated-antibody or antibody-conjugated drug); and the
unconjugated drug.6,10–12 For MMAE containing ADCs cur-
rently in clinical development at Genentech, three analytes
are routinely measured for PK assessment: total antibody
(Tab), conjugate (evaluated as antibody-conjugated MMAE,
acMMAE), and unconjugated MMAE. It has been observed
that the PK of Tab and acMMAE were largely similar, sugges-
ting that the conjugate PK is mainly driven by its antibody
component (https://ash.confex.com/ash/2013/webprogram/
Paper62229.html).13 The exposures of both analytes are cor-
related with objective response rate and incidence of grade
�2 peripheral neuropathy (unpublished data, Genentech,
and https://ash.confex.com/ash/2015/webprogram/Paper
78428.html). In contrast, unconjugated MMAE exposure is
very low (https://ash.confex.com/ash/2013/webprogram/Paper
62229.html)13 and no strong correlations with objective
response rate and incidence of grade �2 peripheral neurop-
athy have been shown to date (unpublished data, Genen-
tech). Given the high potency of MMAE, further assessments
are needed. All three analytes are of significant clinical
importance when trying to understand the driver of clinical
efficacy and safety.

Hypothetically, while deconjugation contributes to the elim-
ination of acMMAE but not Tab, both Tab and acMMAE are
considered to be eliminated by proteolytic degradation. Thus,
an estimation of deconjugation clearance using an integrated
Tab-acMMAE PK model could potentially allow for the predic-
tion of Tab PK based on acMMAE PK, to reduce or eliminate
Tab PK sampling in late-phase clinical development.

Semimechanistic integrated Tab-conjugate PK models
that are based on the major ADC catabolism pathways
described above to simultaneously fit multiple PK analytes
have been developed for some ADCs based on preclinical
(https://ash.confex.com/ash/2013/webprogram/Paper62229.
html)7,9,14 and clinical data.15,16 These models shed light
on the ADC catabolism, as well as the unconjugated cyto-
toxic drug formation pathways after administration of an
ADC in vivo. However, the application of these models to
optimize PK sampling and thereby reduce the number of
analytes in a clinical setting are limited to a single publica-
tion in the literature, which fits Tab and cytotoxic drug con-
jugated antibody simultaneously after dosing of Kadcyla to
patients.16 However, there is currently no literature on a
model that fits Tab and antibody-conjugated cytotoxic drugs
(e.g., acMMAE) simultaneously using clinical data, although
there is some work using preclinical data.7,17

The analyses described here have three major goals.
First, to demonstrate that the theoretical integrated Tab-
acMMAE PK model18 is applicable to real clinical data.

Second, to investigate whether the final integrated model
may allow for the prediction of Tab PK based on the
observed acMMAE PK data. If successful, this approach
would allow for characterization of Tab and acMMAE PK
with reduced or even completely eliminated sampling of
Tab in late-phase trials without compromising its PK charac-
terization. Given that two separate blood samples were
needed for the quantification of serum Tab concentrations
and plasma acMMAE and unconjugated MMAE concentra-
tions, eliminating Tab PK sampling would greatly reduce the
burden for patients. Third, to demonstrate that the pro-
posed methods are likely applicable to the entire MMAE
ADC platform, by using simultaneous modeling of clinical
data from two MMAE ADCs. Given these major goals, a
relatively simple population PK model without covariates is
more desirable, thus the covariate assessment was not
performed.

Two MMAE-containing ADCs pinatuzumab vedotin and
polatuzumab vedotin (https://ash.confex.com/ash/2013/web-
program/Paper62229.html, https://ash.confex.com/ash/
2014/webprogram/Paper72975.html)13,19 that target the dif-
ferent lineages of B-cell antigens, namely, cluster of differ-
entiation (CD)222 and CD79b, respectively, were used for
this analysis. Both are currently in clinical development for
treating B-cell lymphoma. Both are also mixtures of anti-
bodies linked with 0, 2, 4, 6, or 8 MMAE molecules via the
MC-VC-PABC linker, with a mean drug-to-antibody ratio
(mDAR) of 3.585, measured by hydrophobic interaction
chromatography (HIC) (unpublished data, Genentech).
These two ADCs have the same linker and cytotoxic com-
ponent, and have an overall similar PK for Tab, acMMAE,
and unconjugated MMAE (https://ash.confex.com/ash/2013/
webprogram/Paper62229.html).13

METHODS
Study designs and data
Data from non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma patients from three
clinical studies (Supplemental Table 1) were used to
develop the model. The studies were approved by the Med-
ical Ethics Committee and were carried out according to
the International Conference on Harmonization guidelines
for good clinical practice (http://www.ich.org/home.html). PK
concentrations of Tab, acMMAE, and unconjugated MMAE
were quantified in clinical studies at prespecified timepoints.
The current two-analyte integrated PK model used data for
Tab and acMMAE.

More than 35 serum and plasma samples (more than 70
samples in total) per patient were obtained from the phase
I single-agent studies for pinatuzumab vedotin (DCT4862g)
and polatuzumab vedotin (DCS4968g) for ADC PK assess-
ment, and more than 30 serum and plasma samples (more
than 60 samples in total) per patient were obtained from
the combination with rituximab cohorts (Supplemental
Table 1). These samples included intensive PK samples in
the first four cycles, in addition to predose and peak con-
centration data throughout the treatment. Inclusion of this
extensive PK sampling scheme aimed to fully characterize
the distribution, metabolism/catabolism, and elimination of
the ADC along with assessing any time-dependent change
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of PK due to target elimination after treatment. A similar PK
sampling scheme to that used for the phase I single-agent
cohorts was obtained for phase Ib dose escalation cohorts
for the ADC in combination with rituximab (Supplemental
Table 1). For the phase II study GO27834, more than 15
serum and plasma samples (total of more than 30 samples)
per patient were obtained for ADC PK assessment, in
which the ADC was given in combination with rituximab
(Figure 1 and Supplemental Table 1). These samples
included relatively intensive PK samples in Cycles 1 and 3,
and predose and peak concentration data in the first four
cycles and every 4th cycle following, to characterize PK of
the ADC in the presence of rituximab. It was found that rit-
uximab combination does not impact the PK of ADCs
(unpublished data, Genentech).

The phase I data were first used for model development
(dataset 1, Supplemental Table 1) and the phase II data
were used to investigate the PK sampling reduction or elim-
ination schemes of Tab, as explained in later sections.

Bioanalytical methods for PK concentrations
of multiple analytes
Tab, the concentration of antibody with DAR equals 0 to 8,
including fully conjugated, partially deconjugated, and fully
deconjugated antibody, were measured in patient serum sam-
ples using a validated enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) method. For both ADCs, the anti-complementarity
determining region (CDR) specific antibody against anti-
CD22 or anti-CD79b antibody was used as the capture
reagent. The minimum quantifiable concentration for Tab
was 0.06 and 0.05 lg/mL in human serum for pinatuzumab
vedotin and polatuzumab vedotin, respectively. The acM-
MAE concentration represents the total concentration of
MMAE conjugated to the antibody moiety. It was measured
in patient plasma samples using a validated method con-
sisting of Protein A affinity capture of the conjugate from
plasma followed by enzyme-mediated release of MMAE,
and liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-
MS/MS) method for detection. The lower limit of quantitation

for the acMMAE assay was 0.18 ng/mL and 0.359 ng/mL

(MMAE equivalent concentration) in human plasma for pinatu-

zumab vedotin and polatuzumab vedotin, respectively.

Development and validation of two-analyte integrated

population PK model using the phase I data
Several structural models were explored (simplified or non-

simplified) and a final simplified model proposed18 with some

modifications was selected for analyzing the clinical data.

The published model18 was established based on simulated

data and was derived from the initial 18-compartment model

with nine pairs of compartments describing each of the nine

DAR species (DAR from 0 to 8); by assuming that 1) proteo-

lytic clearances, intercompartmental clearances, central vol-

umes, and peripheral volumes of all ADC species are

independent of the DAR; and 2) the deconjugation rate of

each DAR species is linearly proportional to the DAR, i.e.,

the deconjugation rate of each MMAE molecule from the con-

jugate (kdec) is independent of the DAR of the conjugate.
The published model18 contains both linear and nonlinear

components for systemic clearance. To describe the phase

I PK data of pinatuzumab vedotin and polatuzumab vedotin,

only the linear proteolytic clearance was included in the

final model, as separate modeling of each analyte indicated

that the contribution of nonlinear target-mediated elimina-

tion for these two ADCs is negligible at clinically relevant

doses in relapsed/refractory lymphoma patients, potentially

due to B-cell depletion (unpublished data, Genentech).

Some other modifications are introduced as detailed below.

The final model structure is shown in Figure 2. In this mod-

el, the PK of Tab and acMMAE are described by the follow-

ing differential equations (Eqs. 1–4):

dA1=dt 5 2 k101 k12ð ÞA11 k21A2 (1)

dA2=dt 5 k12A12 k21A2 (2)

dA3=dt 5 2 k101 k12ð ÞA32 kdecA31 k21A4 (3)

Figure 1 Tab PK sampling scheme for pinatuzumab vedotin and polatuzumab vedotin in the phase II study for original sampling
scheme (dataset 2), all Tab PK data removed (dataset 3) and reduced Tab PK data (dataset 4). * Days are referred to as postdose of
pinatuzumab vedotin or polatuzumab vedotin. Note: datasets 2, 3, and 4 are phase I data combined with all acMMAE PK data and dif-
ferent sampling schemes of Tab in the phase II study as shown in this figure.
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dA4=dt 5 k12A32 k21A4 (4)

where k10 5 CL/VC; k12 5 Q/VC; k21 5 Q/VP; A1 and A2 are
the molar amounts of Tab in the central and peripheral
compartments, respectively; A3 and A4 are the molar
amounts of acMMAE in the central and peripheral compart-
ments, respectively; CL is the proteolytic clearance of the
conjugate; Q is the intercompartment clearance; VC is the
central volume; VP is the peripheral volume of distribution;
and kdec is the deconjugation rate of a single MMAE mole-
cule from the conjugate. Eqs. 1–4 are supplemented by the
following initial conditions and/or dosing information:

A1 0ð Þ5 DTab; A2 0ð Þ5 0; A3 0ð Þ5 DacMMAE; A4 0ð Þ5 0

where DTab and DacMMAE are molar amounts of Tab and
acMMAE in the dose given to each patient. DacMMAE 5 mDAR
* DTab, and mDAR 5 3.585 for both polatuzumab vedotin and
pinatuzumab vedotin, which is measured by HIC. It is impor-
tant to emphasize that Eqs. 1 and 2 that describe Tab and
Eqs. 3 and 4 that describe acMMAE share all parameters
except for kdec, which is absent in Eq. 1 but present in Eq. 3.
The analysis involved two analytes (Tab and acMMAE) with
different molecular weights. To allow simultaneous modeling,
the dose was converted to molar units (nmol) while nonlinear
mixed effect modeling (NONMEM) control stream contained
the explicit conversion factor that transformed the model pre-
dictions in molar units (nmol/L) to the observed concentrations
in mass units (ng/mL).

The PK data of both polatuzumab vedotin and pinatuzu-
mab vedotin were combined in one dataset for the analysis.
As ADCs developed using the same platform have similar
PK properties (Xu et al., http://www.acop7.org/previous-
acop-meetings-acop6), the same structural model was
used to describe the integrated PK of both ADCs. A mole-
cule indicator was introduced to allow the estimation of dif-
ferent population values of CL, VC, and kdec for each
molecule, while parameters of the second compartment

(Q and VP), interindividual variability, and residual variability
were assumed to be the same for both molecules. The
time-dependent clearance was assessed as well.

It was found that the model systemically underestimated
the acMMAE concentrations and overestimated Tab concen-

trations across all timepoints. Exploratory analysis further
indicated that the molar ratio based on PK data between Tab
and acMMAE at the earlier timepoints postdose (e.g., 0.5
hours post the end of infusion) is higher than the mDAR in
the dosing solution measured by HIC, which explained that
the systemic fitting bias observed is most likely due to the dif-
ferent assays for mDAR and PK measurements. To account
for this bias, a correction factor parameter (CORR) was intro-
duced as follows for fitting the acMMAE concentrations:

Cpredicted5 CORR � Cmodel (5)

where Cpredicted is the model prediction by fitting the observed

data of acMMAE concentrations, Cmodel 5 A1/VC, which is the
model prediction of acMMAE concentrations provided by
Eqs. 1–4. The CORR can be added to either the model output
of Tab or acMMAE, or the dose input of Tab or acMMAE,
which are mathematically equivalent for the computation. The
CORR was estimated to be different for two ADCs.

The NONMEM control stream is provided in the Supple-
mental Material (S1). This model developed based on
phase I data (dataset 1) will be referred to as model 1.
Standard goodness-of-fit plots and individual fitting plots
were evaluated to assess the model performance.

Assessment of model prediction of Tab PK
concentrations and exposure parameters based on

reduced or eliminated Tab PK samples
PK data from the phase II study were further used to test the
ability of the final model to predict Tab PK concentrations and
parameters based on reduced or eliminated Tab PK samples.
As shown in Figure 1, three additional datasets were con-
structed by combining the phase I and II data of the two ana-
lytes, in the following way: the dataset 2 contains all phase I
and II PK data of Tab and acMMAE; dataset 3 contains all
phase I data, all phase II PK data of acMMAE but no phase II
PK data of Tab; dataset 4 contains all phase I data, all phase
II PK data of acMMAE, and reduced sampling of phase II PK

data of Tab (3 serum PK samples: 30 minutes post end of
infusion of Cycle 1, predose, and 30 minutes post end of infu-
sion of Cycle 4) (Figure 1 and Supplemental Table 1). The
structure model (model 1) established using the phase I data
(dataset 1) was refitted to dataset 2 (model 2), dataset 3
(model 3), and dataset 4 (model 4). model 2 results there-
fore represent the best-case/benchmarking scenario for the
Tab PK parameter estimation when the most abundant Tab
data are available. The model 3 results represent the Tab PK
parameter estimation based on the least sampling scenario

that no Tab PK data of the phase II study were available. The
model 4 results represent the Tab PK parameter estimation
based on the reduced PK sampling scenario of Tab (i.e.,
�80% reduction of Tab PK samples compared to the original
sampling scheme of more than 15 Tab samples per patient).

Standard goodness-of-fit plots, individual fitting plots, and
visual predictive check (VPC)20 plots (based on 1000 trial

Figure 2 Final integrated Tab - acMMAE PK model structure. A1

and A2 are the molar amounts of Tab in the central and peripheral
compartments, A3 and A4 are the molar amounts of acMMAE in
the central and peripheral compartments; k10 5 CL/VC; k12 5 Q/
VC; k21 5 Q/VP; CL is proteolytic clearance of the conjugate; Q is
intercompartment clearance; VC is central volume and VP is
peripheral volume; kdec is the deconjugation rate for acMMAE.
The initial conditions are: A1(0) 5 DTab, A2(0) 5 0, A3(0) 5 DacMMAE,
A4(0) 5 0. DTab is the dose of Tab in molar unit; DacMMAE is the
dose of acMMAE in molar unit, DacMMAE 5 mDAR * DTab;
mDAR 5 average drug to antibody ratio of the dosing solution
(3.585 for both polatuzumab vedotin and pinatuzumab vedotin).
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simulations) were evaluated to assess the model perfor-

mance of model 2, to confirm that the model established

based on phase I data also fit for the phase II data. In addi-

tion, the normalized prediction distribution errors (NPDE)

procedure21,22 were applied. The NPDE values computed

by NONMEM (using 1000 simulations) were plotted vs.

time, time postdose, population predictions, and molecule

indicator. The percentages of points below 10th percentile

and above 50th and 90th percentiles were reported to

assess the distribution of NPDE.
After qualification of model 2, the ability of the final integrated

model to predict Tab concentration time course and PK expo-

sure parameters (steady state area under the concentration-

time curve [AUC], minimum concentration [Cmin], and maximum

concentration [Cmax] following 2.4 mg/kg every 3-week bolus

repeated dosing, computed using individual post-hoc PK

parameters and the analytical solution for a two-

compartment model) were evaluated. This evaluation was

performed by comparing the predictions of individual Tab

concentrations and exposure parameters estimated by model 3

and model 4 vs. model 2 (the benchmarking scenario),

using the goodness of fit plots and comparison of summary

statistics.

RESULTS
Final integrated two-analyte population PK model
For model 1 using phase I data, all model parameters (Table

1) were estimated with good precision (relative standard error

[RSE]% <15%). Model diagnostic plots (Supplemental Fig-

ure 1) confirmed good agreement between the predicted and

the observed phase I data with no systematic bias, sugges-

ting that the final integrated model18 with modifications is

applicable to simultaneously describe the Tab and acMMAE

clinical PK data. Differences in CL, VC, kdec, and CORR

parameters for pinatuzumab vedotin and polatuzumab vedotin

were 18%, 7%, 32%, and 10%, respectively, indicating that

the PK of these two ADCs are largely similar, and the inte-

grated model structure can apply to both molecules. The

effect of time-dependent clearance is minimal (unpublished

data, Genentech) and was not included in the final model.
When model 1 was used to fit the combined data from

phase I and II studies with parameters reestimated (model 2),

the model diagnostic plots confirmed good agreement

between the predicted and observed data with no systematic

bias (Supplemental Figure 2). Parameter estimates of mod-

el 1 and model 2 were also similar (Table 1), indicating that

the final model is applicable to describe both phase I and II

data. Furthermore, the VPC plot for model 2 indicated good

agreement between the dose-normalized observed and simu-

lated concentrations (Supplemental Figure 3). NPDE plots

also indicated a distribution around line of zero with no sys-

temic bias when plotted vs. time; time postdose, population

predictions, and ADC type (Figure 3). The percentages of

points below the 10th percentile and above the 50th and 90th

percentiles were 6%, 52%, and 6%, respectively, suggesting a

good agreement of the distribution between the observed and

model-simulated data, so the model is able to reproduce both

the central tendency and variability of observed data.

Model application for Tab PK sampling

reduction or elimination
The final model was used to assess whether Tab concen-

trations can be predicted from observed acMMAE data,

based on reduced or eliminated Tab PK concentrations. It

was observed that the parameter estimates of Models 2, 3,

and 4 were similar (Table 1). Individual and population

model predictions of Tab concentrations given no sampling

of Tab PK (model 3) or sparse sampling of Tab PK (model

4) of phase II data were similar to the benchmark scenario of

Table 1 Parameter estimates of the final integrated Tab-acMMAE PK Model 1 (fit phase I data only), Model 2 (fit phase I and II data), Model 3 (fit phase I full

dataset and phase II data with all Tab PK samples removed), and Model 4 (fit phase I full dataset and phase II data with only limited Tab PK samples

retained)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Description Value RSE (%) Value RSE (%) Value RSE (%) Value RSE (%)

Pinatuzumab vedotin clearance: CLpina (L/hr) 0.0292 15.0 0.0234 10.5 0.0230 11.6 0.0231 11.1

Intercompartment clearance: Q (L/hr) 0.0267 5.97 0.0222 3.79 0.0233 3.39 0.0225 3.56

Pinatuzumab vedotin central volume: VC,pina (L) 5.35 4.03 4.86 3.22 5.06 3.07 4.93 3.20

Peripheral volume: VP (L) 8.21 7.74 7.8 5.58 8.28 5.29 8.13 5.48

Pinatuzumab vedotin deconjugation rate: kdec,pina (1/hr) 0.00855 4.37 0.00799 2.81 0.0082 3.88 0.00807 3.08

Pinatuzumab vedotin assay correction: CORRpina 1.31 1.23 1.27 1.02 1.32 1.16 1.29 1.14

Polatuzumab vedotin clearance: CLpola (L/hr) 0.0355 12.4 0.0253 9.01 0.0276 6.19 0.0261 8.90

Polatuzumab vedotin central volume: VC,pola (L) 5.00 3.73 4.5 2.9 5.02 2.69 4.65 2.92

Polatuzumab vedotin deconjugation rate: kdec,pola (1/hr) 0.00647 3.77 0.0064 2.2 0.00641 3.22 0.00649 2.44

Polatuzumab vedotin assay correction: CORRpola 1.45 0.975 1.35 0.767 1.47 0.944 1.39 0.895

Random effect on CL: x2
CL 0.488 13.2 0.439 7.57 0.477 8.4 0.471 8.02

Random effect on Q: x2
Q 0.269 13.9 0.193 10.4 0.17 9.85 0.177 10.1

Random effect on VC: x2
VC 0.0519 11.5 0.0539 9.2 0.0507 9.41 0.054 9.37

Random effect on VP: x2
VP 0.707 14.5 0.458 9.02 0.439 9.53 0.434 9.34

Random effect on kdec: x2
kdec 0.053 15.7 0.0395 10.0 0.0481 13.4 0.0403 11.0

Residual error for Tab: r2
Tab 0.0585 1.63 0.0535 1.37 0.0594 1.63 0.0582 1.58

Residual error for acMMAE: r2
acMMAE 0.0314 1.40 0.0293 1.19 0.0293 1.20 0.0291 1.20
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using all available data (model 2) (Figure 4). Furthermore,

PK exposure estimates for Tab (steady-state AUC, Cmin,

and Cmax) were similar, with the difference of mean values

less than 17% for model 3 compared to model 2, and less

than 8% for model 4 compared to model 2, across all

three parameters (Table 2 and Figure 5). These results

suggested that removing the majority or all Tab PK samples

in phase II did not appear to compromise the ability of the

integrated Tab-acMMAE PK model to precisely estimate all

PK exposure parameters of Tab, given the intensive sam-

pling in phase I for both analytes and relatively dense sam-

pling in phase II for acMMAE.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The final integrated model allowed us to describe the corre-

lations of two analytes (Tab and conjugate, measured by

acMMAE) after ADC administration, using the combination

of two linear two-compartment PK models for Tab and

acMMAE that share the same parameters except that

deconjugation constitutes an additional clearance pathway

for acMMAE. Consequently, when the deconjugation rate is

estimated based on phase I data of Tab and acMMAE, the
observed PK of acMMAE in late-phase studies may be

used to predict the PK of Tab. Reducing Tab PK sampling

in late-phase clinical studies would reduce both patient bur-

den and assay burden, which is also more cost-effective.
The models developed in this work contain a correction

factor, CORR (Eq. 5) to correct a systemic bias in the mod-

el fitting. Theoretically, the mDAR of the dosing solution,

which is used in the dose input for acMMAE and Tab,
should be similar to or higher than the mDAR estimated by

the molar ratio of observed PK concentrations of Tab and

acMMAE at 30 minutes post end of infusion, at which time-

point the deconjugation is just starting to occur. However,

Figure 3 Evaluation of the final model for fitting combined phase I and II data (Model 2) by NPDE plot (both ADCs and both analytes
combined) for NPDE vs. (a) time, (b) population predictions, (c) time after dose, and (d) pinatuzumab vedotin and polatuzumab vedo-
tin. Phase I data: gray open circles; phase II data: blue open circles.
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the later values are systemically higher than the mDAR of
the dosing solution, which caused the systemic bias in the
model fitting. The most likely reason for this discrepancy
may be related to the assay differences among these
measurements. The mDAR of the ADC in the dosing solu-
tion was measured using an in vitro assay HIC. For clinical
PK samples, Tab is quantified by a validated ELISA using
an anti-CDR-specific antibody against anti-CD79b or anti-
CD22 antibody as the capture reagent, and acMMAE is
quantified by a validated LC-MS/MS method. The differen-
tial equations of the final PK model reported are initialized
based on the mDAR determined by HIC, while the concen-
trations are quantified by the other two assays.

It is worth noting that the PK properties of two different
ADCs with the same linker and cytotoxic drug can be
described by the same structural model, with only minor dif-
ferences in the model parameters. Possible reasons for this
similarity include the fact that both ADCs have the same
linker and drug components and are rapidly internalized
upon binding. Prior analysis also suggested that the PK
properties for the multiple MMAE-containing ADCs with the
same linker are similar (Xu et al. http://www.acop7.org/
previous-acop-meetings-acop6). Similar to the models for
other mAbs that target B-cells,23,24 both ADCs had a time-
dependent clearance component that declined rapidly to

zero within the first cycle (unpublished data, Genentech,
and Lu et al., poster #PII-095, http://www.ascpt.org/Portals/8/
docs/Meetings/2015%20Annual%20Meeting/Final%20Pro-
gram%20-%20FINAL.pdf). However, the effect was minor
and did not influence the conjugate PK beyond cycle 1.
Given the purpose of this model, a simplified model is more
desirable. Thus, the time-dependent change of clearance
was not included.

The key model assumptions were that the proteolytic clear-
ance of each DAR species is DAR-independent, and the
deconjugation rate of each DAR species was linearly propor-
tional to the DAR. The proteolytic clearance is mainly com-
posed of target-mediated clearance and nonspecific clearance.
Based on the binding affinity values measured in vitro, the
antibody of the ADC maintains antigen binding integrity and
affinity after conjugation (unpublished data, Genentech).
Thus, the target-mediated clearance is expected to be similar
for individual DAR species. However, conjugation appears to
increase the nonspecific clearance, as indicated by a faster
total clearance of Tab (https://ash.confex.com/ash/2013/
webprogram/Paper62229.html)13 (8–20 mL/day/kg) com-
pared to the clearance of typical mAbs of �3–6 mL/day/kg.25

It is also not known whether the high DAR species have a
higher nonspecific clearance compared to the low DAR spe-
cies. Considering that only the total concentrations of Tab

Figure 4 Comparison of model predictions of Tab concentrations (individual predictions and population predictions) for (a) Model 3 vs.
Model 2 and (b) Model 4 vs. Model 2, for subjects from the phase II study for pinatuzumab vedotin and polatuzumab vedotin, respec-
tively. Black open circles: each Tab PK data point for subjects from the phase II study; red line: LOESS smooth line.
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and acMMAE (both are mixtures of different DAR species)
are quantified in clinical studies without the data of individual
DAR species, previous analysis18 suggested the model for
estimating DAR-dependent proteolytic clearance would have
model parameter identifiability issues. Thus, a simplified
model was used for the current analysis. A more mechanistic
model to allow both DAR-dependent proteolytic clearance

and deconjugation, such as the model used to fit the preclini-
cal data for a thiomab-drug-conjugate,17 could be applied
when the concentrations of individual DAR species are
quantified.

Given the major goals of this integrated modeling, a rela-
tively simple population PK model without covariates was
used. The model diagnosis indicated good individual

Figure 5 Comparison of model-predicted Tab PK exposure parameters (Cmax, Cmin, and AUC) at steady state for (a) Model 3 vs. Model
2 and (b) Model 4 vs. Model 2, for subjects from the phase II study for pinatuzumab vedotin and polatuzumab vedotin, respectively.
Black open circle: PK exposure parameter of each individual patient from the phase II study; red line: LOESS smooth line.

Table 2 Summary statistics of estimated Tab PK parameters (AUC, Cmin, and Cmax) for the phase II study based on all available Tab data (model 2), no Tab

data (model 3), and sparse Tab data (model 4).

Mean (SD) Median (range)

Model AUC (lg*hr/mL) Cmin (lg/mL) Cmax (lg/mL) AUC (lg*hr/mL) Cmin (lg/mL) Cmax (lg/mL)

All Tab data were used in individual estimates (Model 2)

CD22 11034 (5012) 12 (9) 55 (12) 10308 (3439–34784) 10 (1.4-58) 56 (29-97)

CD79b 10524 (3264) 10 (5) 55 (10) 10402 (579–18841) 10 (0.1-23) 54 (25-80)

Phase II Tab data were not used (Model 3)

CD22 11008 (4330) 12 (7) 53 (11) 10432 (2486–23463) 12 (0.6-35) 53 (26-75)

CD79b 8730 (2983) 9 (4) 48 (9) 8548 (529–16024) 8 (0-19) 47 (23-68)

Limited phase II Tab data were used (Model 4)

CD22 11263 (4487) 13 (8) 55 (11) 11149 (2481–23327) 11 (0.6-35) 56 (29-76)

CD79b 10085 (3749) 10 (6) 53 (10) 9679 (558–22619) 9 (0.1-33) 53 (24-83)
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predictions (IPRED) for all subjects regardless of the key
covariates such as body weight. Thus, the model predictive
performance of Tab PK, which is based on IPRED (Table 2),
would not be affected by using a model without covariates.
Covariate assessment was performed for the acMMAE popu-
lation PK model (https://ash.confex.com/ash/2015/webprogram/
Paper78428.html, Lu et al., poster #PII-095, http://www.ascpt.
org/Portals/8/docs/Meetings/2015%20Annual%20Meeting/
Final%20Program%20-%20FINAL.pdf). Following polatuzu-
mab vedotin dosing, baseline B-cell count, tumor burden,
body weight, and sex were statistically significant covariates
for acMMAE clearance, while body weight and sex were
statistically significant covariates for acMMAE central vol-
ume of distribution.

It is also important to understand the PK of unconjugated
MMAE in relation to Tab and acMMAE, given that unconjugat-
ed MMAE is a key catabolite after ADC administration. Thus,
population PK modeling to integrate the PK of unconjugated
MMAE is being developed and will be reported separately.

In summary, an integrated population PK model was
established to simultaneously fit the PK of Tab and acMMAE
after dosing of MMAE-containing ADCs (pinatuzumab vedo-
tin and polatuzumab vedotin) in patients with B-cell lympho-
ma. The established model based on intensive PK sampling
from phase I studies successfully described the PK of Tab
and the acMMAE of the two ADCs tested. The model also
demonstrated its ability to predict Tab PK parameters and
concentrations based on observed acMMAE PK with no Tab
PK sampling or reduced Tab PK sampling. Thus, the model
can be used to significantly reduce (more than 80%) or even
completely eliminate Tab sampling in late-phase clinical stud-
ies without compromising PK characterization. This model is
likely applicable for the entire MMAE ADC platform.
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